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Newspaper leader-writers have the answer to most insoluble dilemmas. So does the cabbie and so do the 

barber and hairdresser. 

I welcome conversations with constituents, gaining good modern common sense and plenty of old-fashioned 

wisdom. Combining discussions and radio broadcasting keeps us informed, learning about sources of help.  

Ministers respond to members of parliament who bring forward questions and experiences within each 

constituency. Here are illustrative examples that are now winging their way to Whitehall departments. 

Why are different nurseries treated differently? The programme of weekly testing of staff includes primary 

schools, school-based nurseries and maintained nurseries. The Community testing network is to pick up 

private nurseries and childminders. Will the systems work to the same timescale? 

What about vaccinations for essential public service staff? My contribution to the JCVI, the Joint Committee on 

Vaccination and Immunisation, is the need to balance the community cost of some workers being isolated off 

duty with the benefit of protecting the most frail and vulnerable. 

Take response officers in our police service. They meet members of the public at varied incidents and 

disasters. Within the two metre or yards distancing guidelines, in unprotected homes and on the streets, their 

responsibilities mix them with every condition. They make everyone safer and feel more secure. 

How long might my age group’s mass jabbing be delayed if every police officer were done first? My calculation 

is eight hours. Add another day to cover every teacher. That might make little difference to sad deaths 

amongst the elderly. It would make a significant contribution to the stability of schools, colleges and the 

continuity of police in their tasks of maintaining order, deterring crime, detecting criminals and picking up 

everything and every person not embraced by other services. 

One plea this week to ministers is the legitimate claim by a good junior school for repayment of unavoidable 

costs to meet the needs of most vulnerable children and of provision for families of parents in essential 

occupations. One teacher described warm words and almost plausible reasoning to justify NO when YES is 

appropriate. 

Some constituents raise the provision of mental health help. I am glad to confirm the local newspaper report 

of practical improvements made in family practice, the first line of support, alongside the expert experience of 

village and town pharmacists. 

Political advice comes from taxi drivers and notably from London cabbies. Many long for the lifting of 

restrictions so ‘inessential trips’ to the capital are restored – and the flow of advice restored. 

The hairdresser and barber may now respond on speech radio. Congratulations to producers plugging in the 

audiences for Any Questions and Gardeners Question Time. Our blooming success this week has been the 

amaryllis, thanks to care tips on the programme. 

The fate of a missing Dubai princess is in the news again. Better news is that three young men condemned to 

death in Saudi Arabia for attending pro-democracy protests as teenagers may be released within a year. When 

I am asked why I bother with justice cases abroad, I say it could make a difference, whether with friendly 

states, fellow Commonwealth nations or one-party dictatorship. 

Speaking out and speaking up takes courage in some circumstances. The news from the Grenfell Inquiry shows 

what can happen if people go with the flow instead of speaking out. My cabbie and hair cutter should 

encourage me to be a rock (if not a thorn), getting in the way, aiming to be helpful. 

 


